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Editorial
by Sifu Lloyd Fridenburg
It was a long time coming, it took a lot of work, and it took a lot of careful evaluation and
consideration, but the result is a revised set of adult requirement sheets that are much more
tuned to the current state of evolution of WKFA. Like life, kung fu is never static and
constantly has one foot anchored in tradition and one foot moving with modern reality. At
WKFA we have always adhered to this truth and from time to time our curriculum has been adjusted to reflect modern
training habits, needs, and realities. This iteration of changes is without a doubt the single most significant change at one
time in over 20 years, but personally I’m excited with the result.
Take time to review your new sheets and see what has changed, what has been added, and what has been moved.
Some requirements were added to ranks where the curriculum was a bit light; some things were deleted from ranks where
the curriculum was a bit heavy; some requirements that were not truly a reflection of our discipline were removed; and
some completely new requirements have been added to complement our overall syllabus of study.
One of the most significant changes was to move beginner sparring from Yellow Sash to Red Sash. This is actually a bit
of a regression, because traditionally students at WKFA began sparring as soon as they received their first sash. The
change will allow instructors to take a more focused approach with novice students learning to spar and will remove the
intimidation sometimes associated with sparring for the first time in a class of mixed ranks. Red sash students are only
allowed to spar in Novice I classes and are not permitted, without express permission from Sifu, to spar in any other
classes.
Sifu Bob Schneider added a line to the bottom of all requirement sheets stating that requirements are subject to the laws
of evolution. I hope you join me in embracing these changes.
T’was the night before Christmas and all through the school not a creature was stirring not even Rahul. All the students
had gone, save for a few, who stayed late to spar without any rules. They examined their bruises in the mirrors with care
while poor Sifu Dave started pulling his hair.
Karna did pushups while Arya stood watch, he just couldn’t figure how he kept losing his sash. Then out on the road
there arose such a clatter they jumped to their feet to see what was the matter. Away to the window they flew like a flash,
tripped over Ryan and went down with a crash.
The moon on the breast of the new fallen snow gave a luster of mid-day to objects below. When what to their swollen
black eyes did appear but the whole demo team each swinging a spear. As they drew in their heads and were turning
around, they were smacked from behind and were back on the ground.
Their eyes slowly opened and started to focus when Sifu Anne said, “you must pay attention”. She was dressed all in
black from her head to her foot; her hair was pinned back beneath the black hood. She had a broadsword strapped cross
her back; she said “back to pushups there’s no time to slack”.
“My arms are so sore”, Karna said with a frown, as Sifu Anne helped him up from the ground. She whirled and gyrated
like a dragon possessed and then turned to our friends and said “this is your break, so keep up with me, for heaven’s
sake”.
Just as they thought their end must near their eyes flew open and gaping with fear. They were soaked with sweat from
their heads to their toes, Arya’s fist clenched tight around Karna’s big toe. Still trembling with fear Karna slowly looked
down and tied tight round his waist was his sash safe and sound.
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Sifu’s Corner
While I was hoping to be writing this article on a beach in Florida, I find myself
shoveling snow instead of sand. In July, when we booked our vacation, flying out of
Buffalo seemed to make the most sense. In the wake of this record setting snowstorm,
having hindsight would have no doubt resulted in a different choice. Alas, I find myself
drawing on the teachings of kung-fu to deal with the situation at hand: learn from the
past, don’t lament it; focus on the present, the only space we have some control over. If I compare it to a selfdefense situation, I remind myself not to panic, keep a clear head, and make decisions that keep my family’s
safety a priority. For example, choosing to stick around gave me time to get snow tires on our vehicle (thanks
to Mike at Precision Kaster). The other important principle that training in kung-fu has taught me is that while
many parts of life are beyond our control, we do, however, ultimately decide on the attitude we adopt. So I’m
keeping my spirits high and taking in the best of what Waterloo has to offer!
Our monthly theme for October was community and over the last few months the WKFA engaged locally in a
few different ways. We had our best demo of the year at Open Streets Uptown Waterloo on Sept.14. Thank
you Sifu Lorna and Sarah for leading the team through another exceptional season! A team of students
represented the school in support of St.Mary’s Hospital at the Man Ex show on Sept.18. Special thanks to
Sifus Mark, Sydney and Sarah who helped our Lion Dance team put on several great performances, including
a couple at the Guelph Farmers Market and a really well received demo at a Chinese Association dinner on
Sept.27.
I would like to extend a heartfelt thanks to Sifus Cory, Greg, Jim, Lorna, Patti and everyone who lent a hand
putting together the annual Halloween party held on Oct.25. Some awesome costumes were on display and
those in attendance had a blast! They are already planning for next year, so mark those new calendars now for
Oct.24.
A number of people have commented on how well filled classes have been as of late. Attendance has been
pleasingly consistent and the Academy has more students now than we ever have in the past 27 years. Our
Black Sash and Leadership Teams have also grown considerably. I would like to welcome Sifu Anne to 1 st
Degree Black Sash and congratulate Sifus Cory and Greg upon achieving 2nd Degree Black Sash! This year
saw the addition of more classes. On a side, Tues/Thurs morning classes will continue through the winter, but
use your judgment when the weather gets challenging. I am comfortable with our pace of growth and I feel that
the performances at the Youth/Junior gradings on Sept.20 and Nov.15 and our Adult grading on Nov.1 show
that the quality of our kung-fu is as solid as ever!
Christmas Gifts
There’s still plenty of time to pick up kung fu related stocking stuffers in the store, or put a new uniform or
sparring equipment under the tree. Maybe a recent grading suggests that a student in your life might need
some new gear or weapons to complete the requirements of their new rank. Drop in and browse our selection
of kung fu gear for the martial artist on your gift list.
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Youth Students Column
by Sifu Sarah Gawley

The Significance of Belt Tying
As a youth student of WKFA, you work hard to earn each belt. From the very first belt
you achieve by working hard in class to the later belts that you put in hours of testing
to grade for, each belt has a meaning.
The knot also has a special meaning. The three loops symbolize the past, present and future. The lengths of
the ends on either side represent balance, as they are equal.
How can you learn how to tie your belt correctly? To start with, there's a video tutorial up on our website. Here
are some more tricks for remembering how:






To start the RIGHT way, start with your right side.
Stay on the RIGHT path and tuck your right end underneath, right against your stomach.
What goes up must come down – it's the end pointing up that loops around the other end.
Tug it really tight!
Remember if you have a stripe, it has to end up on the right side of your belt! Start it on the left to make
sure this happens.

Take care of your belts! You worked hard for each belt, so after you get a new one, make sure your old belt is
kept safe in a special place. If you've lost one, it might be in the lost and found or in Sifu's office. Watch out – if
you forget your belt and Sifu finds it, you need to talk to Sifu about how you're going to remember it in the
future before you get it back.
Belts are useful for all sorts of things. Hundreds of years ago, people used to train in shirts that required being
tied shut, a little like bathrobes today. I'm sure if you depended on your belt to keep your clothes on, nobody
could forget them!
They were also used for holding objects. Often in gradings, students will even tuck their envelopes into their
belts to make sure they don't lose them before the start of the grading.
There's a lot more involved in your rank than the physical belt. Even if nobody wore any belts, the knowledge
of each rank would stay with you. Taking off your belt doesn't mean you suddenly forget how to do a form or
sequence, and it doesn't mean you lose all the muscle you've gained from doing extra push ups and abs. But it
is a good symbol of the added responsibility, so you should be proud of it and take good care of it.
Keep up the good work!
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Junior Students Column
by Sifu Greg Weir

Practicing at Home
If you’ve been training at the WKFA for any length of time, a refrain you’ve no doubt
heard over and over again from your instructors (along with “Straighten your lines”
and “Everyone should be in a good Closed stance”) is, “Make sure to practice what you learned here today at
home.” The reason we say it so often is that, as Junior students, you only have a couple of classes per week.
To learn something new on (for example) a Monday and expect it to be fresh in your mind at your next class on
Thursday isn’t realistic.
When I started training, I was in the Adult Program, so I could come to class every day if I wanted. Still, I
remember struggling to retain the things I learned. I only really started to progress upon realizing that if I
repeated the things I’d been taught in class when I got home, I’d remember them much better.
If you’re concerned that you don’t have enough room to practice Kung Fu where you live, allow me to share
what Sigung used to say when classes were really crowded: “If you think you don’t have enough space, there’s
an ancient Chinese proverb that says you should be able to learn everything you need to know to earn your
Black Sash in the same amount of room it takes an ox to lie down and die.” Arresting imagery aside, the quote
is apt: once you’ve mastered the Shuffle Step, you should be able to practice any Form, kicking sequence or
technique in a relatively confined space.
Also keep in mind that you don’t need to work an entire Form. If during class you were given a correction on a
particular move, go home and drill that move until it becomes second nature (then drill it again the next day to
make sure you’ve still got it). Or take a move from a Form and do it ten times. Then do the next move ten times
and build from there.
Maybe now you’re thinking you don’t have hours and hours to practice Kung Fu every day. Obviously the more
you train the better—but even if you only have ten or fifteen minutes, spending it drilling what you learned most
recently will put you further ahead than not practicing at all. And after devoting those few minutes to Kung Fu,
you might find that whatever you do next (your homework for example) goes a lot more smoothly. Healthy
body, healthy mind is one of the principles on which Kung Fu was founded after all.
If you find yourself really constrained by time or space—which may be the case some days—remember that
you can always do your push-up and abdominal requirements in just a few minutes and in practically no space
at all.
Good luck and happy home-based training!
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Adult Students Column
by Sifu Rebecca Knapp

Kung Fu and the Spirit-Mind-Body Connection: Part 2
“We are human beings moving through the eternal moment of now, not human beings
moving through time. Time is a made-up human concept that has nothing to do with reality. Shaolin Kung Fu,
does not prepare us to live in some non-existent future; it thrusts us into this moment right here and now” –
from “Beyond Kung Fu” 2009.
The first part of this article focused on the Spirit-Body-Mind Connection. It highlighted the concept of “staying in
the NOW” in order to engage your spirit…which frees your mind of limiting thoughts…which in turn allows our
bodies to respond “in-the-moment”, with no hesitation.
This part of the article offers a few ways to strengthen the Spirit-Mind-Body connection, either directly or
indirectly. This is by no means a definitive list!



















Strive for supreme self-awareness: Be aware of how you are feeling and responding at any given moment
and consider why you are feeling or responding that way. Be reflective so you can learn about yourself and
from your experiences
Define your higher purpose and work relentlessly towards that. Think about where you choose to focus
your energy. What responses are you choosing and are those responses in alignment with your higher
purpose?
Practice being present and mindful at every moment
Quiet your brain – in this age of information overload, increasing demands, and rapidly changing
technology, our brains are full of interference. With all of the information and stimulation running through
our minds, connecting spirit, body and mind can be a challenge. Learn ways to let go of all the stuff in your
head
Let go of negative thoughts – learn to reframe; determine what you have control over. This is a tough one
for some folks – believe me, I know!
Smile more
Be grateful
As much as you can, spend time doing the things you love and otherwise, find something you love in
everything you do
Deep and mindful breathing
Listen to your body – it has great communication skills
Listen to your intuition because it’s usually right on
Do things to challenge yourself and push your boundaries; personal growth is a great vehicle to strengthen
the connection between your spirit, mind and body
If something sucks your energy and makes you feel crappy, STOP IT. If it builds energy and makes you
feel good, EMBRACE IT. We all need to take inventory from time to time, and clean house as required.
This means relationships, things, activities, habits etc.
Ground yourself – literally. Get outside and commune with nature
Learn empathy, and treat yourself and others with dignity and respect
Embrace activities that encourage you to engage all three components simultaneously (like KUNG FU,
meditation, playing musical instruments, hiking, canoeing, yoga, tai chi/chi-gong, painting, gardening and
anything playful, if done with reckless abandon!)
Stay healthy. Eat well. Sleep well.
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Adult Students Column
by Sifu Greg Meinzinger

Train as if it was real; Coach yourself; Rate Yourself; Healthy Competition
The four focus points found above the mirrors at the front of the training kwoon serve a
purpose beyond simply adorning the walls. Sifu purposefully placed them in this location to provide you with
reminders of what you are doing and why you are doing it, while you are training.
Each of you have had them referenced in a class from time-to-time by Sifu or other instructor, but let’s delve
into each of them a bit further.
Train as If Was Real
Just going through the motions without putting focus or intend into your actions will make your progress slow
and likely frustrating. With every action, whether it is while you are drilling techniques or performing forms,
picture an opponent or an attacker in front of you. Seek out the striking points, visualize the impact you would
have on them, putting both effort and focus into everything you do. You will be happy with the results.
Coach Yourself
In class, especially the ones with larger attendance, it is very difficult for Sifu or the other instructors to see
everything. In fact, we rely upon you as the student to listen and understand the instruction, and to ask for
clarification if you are having difficulty in comprehending or executing. Take accountability in your training to
understand where you have achieved success and where challenges exist. Don’t shy away from the
techniques that you are having difficulty with, practice them at home and in the kwoon and ask for assistance
when you feel it is necessary. And most importantly, don’t rely on Sifu and the other instructors to point them
out for you.
Rate Yourself
Whether you are using a sliding scale of 1 to 10 or a simpler approach such as Low/Medium/High, rate yourself
in class in terms of the attitude, effort, focus and intent that you are displaying. Then simply remember your
score from the class prior and try to beat or at the least match your personal score from the prior class.
Remember that it is your own personal rating system, so you 7 may not look the same as your neighbors 7; it
is about you measuring yourself and always trying to do your best. Sure there will be times when you slide
down on your scale, but your goal should be to have more positives and fewer negatives along your road to
success.
Healthy Competition
Healthy competition embodies the philosophy of challenging your partner to extend their limits while at the
same time not bragging if you can move faster, kick higher or strike with greater accuracy and power.
Conversely, look around the kwoon while you are training and seek out an individual that maybe performing
the action better then how you are doing it and then challenge yourself to do it better than them. Personally, I
almost always have some level of “silent competition” with someone in class to challenge me to simply do a
little better than I am… it’s fun, even when don’t even know that they are participating in my game.
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Guest Column
By Sifu Craig Robson

Don’t Grade Before Your Time
Based on my observation of kung fu students over the last twenty some years, it is my opinion
that many students of kung fu are high achievers, disciplined and goal oriented.
This is a good thing but also something that can lead to a desire to work one’s way up through the sashes at some
predetermined rate of advance. We often hear that kung fu is a journey not a destination. This also applies to attaining
sash rankings. Remember, the object of learning kung fu should not, in my opinion be to attain a black sash. In my view
its simple -- students of kung fu should simply be seeking to learn kung fu. The sashes come as a result of that learning.
There is likely as much to be learned and remembered after attaining a black sash as before. If your goal is to attain a
black sash what will you do once you attain a black sash?
If you make attaining sashes your goal you may overlook the simpler object of learning. Part of what we have to learn
while studying kung fu is about ourselves.
As a student of kung fu achieves higher sash levels more and more is required of the student. There are numerous
forms, sequences and increasing physical requirements. Let’s face it, higher sash gradings can be daunting.
A significant part of what can make a higher sash grading an issue for a student is what is going on in your mind. Lack of
confidence in one’s ability to remember and perform sequences and forms and to be able to physically complete the
grading can drain a student during a grading as much as the actual physical demands of the grading.
In order to be confident in your ability to do well in a grading, you have to know the requirements and know that you are
physically ready for what could be an exam that lasts for five, six or more hours at the higher sash levels. There is only
one way to get this confidence and that is to train and to train regularly and hard. The training time that is required for a
brown or black sash grading can be many months of attending classes 5 or 6 times a week coupled with personal training
outside of the school.
If you are at a stage in your life that you have other commitments such as career, education or family that you need or
want to commit significant time towards, you may not have enough time to properly train for a higher sash grading. Trying
to train for a higher sash grading when some other commitment(s) are demanding a significant amount of your time may
lead to you doing neither well.
I may still hold the record for the longest time spent as a brown sash at WKFA. When I achieved my brown sash, my
work demanded a lot of my time. I realized that as an older student I would need to train hard and long to be ready for my
black sash grading. However, I knew that for the time being I could not do both my work and the training needed for a
black sash grading.
As children left home to go to university and I became more disciplined in my work I believed I would be able to budget
the time needed to complete a black sash grading. I began training hard in the summer for a grading the next spring and
was successful in attaining a black sash but not without significant sacrifice of other pursuits. I had to determine what I
could put in abeyance while I trained and what I could not. I had to be realistic in what time I had to devote to training and
ensure it was sufficient. If I had tried to seek my black sash 5 years earlier I would have had to make sacrifices in my
work and family I was not willing to make.
The message I am trying to deliver is know what you need to do and know to achieve your next sash. As importantly,
know yourself and whether you can and will devote the time needed to do what is required at your next grading. If you do
not have the time needed, consider deferring signing up for that grading until you have sufficient time to do it right.
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Parents Column
by Sifu Lorna Hayward

How to help your kids train, and get a jump on your New Year’s Resolutions
As teachers, we often get questions from parents, asking how you can help your kids
train in Kung Fu. You can see how much your child loves his or her classes, and how
hard they want to work to improve. It is something that I know, as a parent, is something
that we want to encourage greatly. But perhaps SHARING this journey with your children might be the best
way to help them!
Coming out to try out the adult classes will benefit your child in so many ways. You will be able to learn Kung
Fu, and will learn the little nuances that the kids often miss. Training together at home will help both of you to
improve your Kung Fu skills. While you wouldn’t be teaching your child new things, you would be able to help
each other to remember the things you are both taught in class. Also, actually doing the moves yourself helps
you to understand the difficulties they might be having with something.
Besides being able to understand what your child is learning, there are several physical and long-term lessons
that they will learn. Seeing you try all the things they are doing will reinforce the lessons of hard work that you
are already teaching them. It’s also a great way to remind them that you’re never too old to try something new,
and that physical activity is important for their entire lives.
We have several families that train at Waterloo Kung Fu, mine being one of them. Kung Fu is something we
can share together, and extra time we can spend together doing something that is good for us. I know that the
parents who train at WKFA will agree with me when I say that we love being able to share this journey with our
kids. It really is helpful to not only understand what things they need to be practicing at home, but how to do
those moves correctly. Also, once you get out and try some classes, you will better understand why we
suggest practicing at home. Kung Fu is more like playing an instrument than simply a sport – it really does
require some practicing to be able to train your body to move safely and correctly, and to build those muscles.
So while you’re thinking about those New Year’s resolutions, consider coming out to try some Kung Fu
classes! Not only will you get great benefit yourself, but you’ll be able to share in this wonderful journey with
your kids.
To steal a line from Kitchener Kicks: “The family that kicks together, sticks together!“
Waiting Room Etiquette
Treat the waiting room like it was your own. Almost daily we find toys scattered over the floor; crayons spilled
and left where they dropped; and newspaper scattered in all corners of the room. Please take a few minutes to
clean up before leaving the waiting room. It will help instill a sense of respect in non-training children and it will
help ensure that we continue to provide toys, books, games, etc. for your children.
Lost and Found – We amass a tremendous amount of clothing in the lost and found box this time of year. If
you or your child is missing a coat, hat, boots, gloves, water bottle, etc. the lost and found box at WKFA is a
good place to begin your search.
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Kung Fu 101
By Sifu Ken Busch
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Food for Thought
“Christmas is whatever you conceive it to be. For some it is a deeply religious time of year; for some it is a
time to spend with family and friends; to others it may simply be a few days when you don’t have to go to work
or school.
I prefer to think of Christmas as a feeling; a feeling of love and peace, but most of all hope. It is a time to put
personal, ethnic, and religious differences aside and come together as one spirit and share a common belief in
the inherent good in mankind and a shared hope for peace on earth.” ~ Sifu Lloyd
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